Do you have the right infrastructure to let you outpace technology breakthroughs?

Less than 10% of companies report that their IT infrastructure is fully prepared to meet the demands of mobile, social business, big data and cloud.

Budgets under pressure: 76% of IT decision makers are concerned by the rising pressure to reduce costs.

As you transition to the new era of computing, flexible financing can help optimize the entire life cycle of your IT infrastructure.

Plan
Align your transition costs with expected benefits to better predict return on investment. Dispose of obsolete equipment.

Retire
Transition to the latest technology at end of lease to meet new demands and optimize total cost of ownership.

Acquire
Obtain savings of up to 12% over purchase with Fair Market Value leasing to invest in other areas of your business.

Manage
Grow or upgrade technology as needed with affordable mid-lease upgrades.

Technology is creating a smaller, faster, smarter and more connected world. Leverage IBM Global Financing’s experience to prepare your business.

Learn more: click below for website or download
ibm.com/financing/us/systems FMV Leasing Solution brief
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